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Fund update
Update of fund activities during the quarter
The September quarter has been a busy one for the CVC Emerging Companies Fund (Fund) with a significant number of 
investments reviewed, with the completion of one investment, Bellroy, which we discussed in our last report, the completion of 
conditional terms for another investment (post quarter end) and another investment which is under an exclusive term sheet 
and undergoing due diligence (DD). We will focus on Moneytech Group Limited (Moneytech), the investment which we agreed 
conditional terms upon, in this report and also provide an update on the performance of the existing portfolio investments.

In the first two weeks of October, the Fund completed DD and agreed upon conditional terms for an investment into 
Moneytech. We have considered almost 10 different investments in the small-to-medium enterprise (SME) and consumer 
lending space but have struggled to find an appropriate value proposition aligned with the growth metrics we typically look for 
in a new investment. In addition, the Fund signed an exclusive term sheet for an investment in a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) 
technology business focused on procurement systems in the public and private sectors and will be undertaking due diligence 
over the coming four to six weeks.

With the pending addition of Moneytech to the portfolio and the proposed SaaS investment currently at the term sheet 
stage, we will, upon completion of those investments, have invested the first funding call of $15 million. We anticipate formally 
notifying all investors in the coming weeks of the second capital call for the Fund. We expect that the funds will be called in the 
second half of November.

Moneytech – A brief look
Moneytech is a multi-faceted treasury platform for small to medium enterprises and offers working capital finance, FX hedging 
and an enterprise-level payments platform to solve SME’s cashflow requirements – a whole of wallet alternative to the banks. 
We had previously met with Moneytech but required validation of their growth forecasts and when we revisited their financials 
post FY19 completion, it was clear they had significantly exceeded these targets.

One of the key attractions to Moneytech was the significant revenue growth between FY18 and FY19 and the forecast revenue 
growth for FY20: +126.5% above FY19A and 68.5% above the original FY20F, with the growth being driven by multiple segments 
of the company’s operations. Finance division revenue growth is accelerating as banks reduce direct sector exposure with the 
non-bank sector consolidating from >10 competitors to three and investment in broker channel partnerships delivering results. 
The Payments division differentiates Moneytech from competitors and has the potential to deliver step-change growth via both 
signed and prospective partnerships, whilst the FX division has successfully entered the options market on the back of key hires 
and systems investment, with cross-selling opportunities now being realised.

The business is founder-led and is planning to list on the ASX in CY20. We are one of three institutional investors participating 
in the current funding round. Pleasingly, the financial performance for Q1, FY20 has exceeded budgets and internal forecasts, 
providing a strong platform for Moneytech to continue to outperform investor expectations.

The Moneytech investment is expected to complete before the end of CY19 following satisfaction of the conditions precedent.

The market for emerging companies
During the quarter, we were pleased to see deal flow increase slightly from the first half of CY19. One common theme we 
have noticed is there are still relatively high vendor expectations from technology companies raising capital. However, 
unless the business can demonstrate that it has a particularly strong business case or a notable lead investor, we have 
declined to invest. The terms of the deals we’ve been able to negotiate have been mutually beneficial.

Following the theme from our last quarterly, the ongoing success of consumer and SME lending has seen a continued 
stream of investment opportunities. However, we have taken a view that to develop a long-term, sustainable business 
in the lending sector you need to have a number of different products and be able to target a “whole of wallet” offering 
to ensure the best outcome for your customer along with the most profitable outcome for the business. We think that 
Moneytech does this.
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Looking ahead
Inclusive of CleanSpace, Deep Blue, Bellroy, Moneytech and one additional investment (currently under exclusive term 
sheet and in DD), the Fund will have invested approximately A$16.5 million which will require the second A$15 million 
capital call to be made. In addition to the above investments we have a number of other opportunities that we are in the 
process of reviewing and we hope to be able to complete at least one more investment prior to the end of CY19.

Fund activity and performance
The Fund has currently called 33% or $0.60 per unit of the $44.8m capital committed by unitholders, or one out of the 
anticipated three capital calls to be made. During the quarter the Fund completed the acquisition of Bellroy as mentioned 
in the last report, however, post 30 September, and as noted above, the Fund agreed conditional terms for an investment 
in Moneytech and we expect to make at least one to two new investments in the current December quarter. We do not 
expect any material valuation uplift amongst our investments in the current quarter, but expect that the realisation of at 
least one investment in CY20 will have a positive impact on the unit price.

 Date NTA per unit Return (%)

 1 May 2019 $0.6000 –

 30 June 2019 $0.6345 5.7%

 30 September 2019 $0.6247 -1.5%

 Since inception* – 4.1%

* Fund inception date 1 May 2019. Future performance will be reported on a quarterly and year-to-date basis.

Investments
Investment About the company

CleanSpace

CleanSpace designs, manufactures and markets a range of compact powered airflow personal 
respirators for protection from hazardous particulates and gases in industrial workplaces and in a 
healthcare environment, against infectious diseases or virus. CleanSpace has ~55,000 units in the field 
with annuity sales of consumables (filters, masks, accessories & spares) representing 43% of revenue.

Update: First quarter, FY20 revenue was +~17% versus budget and September quarter year-on-year 
revenue was +~46%. Europe and Asia-Pacific continue to provide strong growth, while the US was 
restructured in 1H, CY19 and is showing positive signs for growth in FY20.

Deep Blue 
Company

Deep Blue is the #1 player in the fragmented ~$900m p.a. Australian conveyancing market, leading 
the shift to digital offerings (www.thinkconveyancing.com.au and now also www.thinkconveyancing.
com.au). Deep Blue has begun to realise opportunities in adjacent markets worth >$2bn including 
insurance, utilities and building inspections (www. rapidbuildinginspections.com.au and now also 
www.buildinginspections.com.au). Real estate referral channel partnerships aim to further accelerate 
revenue growth, while Deep Blue’s focus on a scalable, low cost business model should deliver strong 
incremental margins.

Update: Deep Blue recently completed tranche two of a major investment round cornerstoned by a 
strategic investor. The strategic relationship should allow both parties to enable significant synergies 
given their complementary nature, whilst the substantial capital injection positions Deep Blue the 
chance to accelerate its drive into key referral channels and adjacent markets. Deep Blue has also 
appointed Adam Lewis (ex-Aconex) as Chairman, with further Board appointments pending. 

Bellroy

Bellroy is a purpose-driven Australian accessories brand that offers distinctively designed wallets, bags 
and other “carry” products. Bellroy applies a responsible methodology to the way it sources, designs, 
manufactures and sells its products. Bellroy’s products are distributed to more than 100 countries, with 
the majority of sales conducted online through its website (www.bellroy.com) as well as leading digital 
marketplaces such as Amazon and Tmall. Bellroy also sells globally through distribution partners and 
other direct wholesale relationships.

Update: Bellroy had a strong September quarter, with revenue up 54% YoY. Bellroy exceeded budget 
across all categories, and the heavy push into the bags category is progressing well, with bags now 
accounting for over 20% of sales compared with 10% in 2018. Management are strongly focused on 
growth initiatives identified during the investment period, in particular the growth in US wholesale doors 
under the guidance of US partner co-investor Silas Capital while preparing for the busy December/
January period.

http://www.thinkconveyancing.com.au
http://www.thinkconveyancing.com.au/
http://www.thinkconveyancing.com.au/
http://www. rapidbuildinginspections.com.au
http://www.buildinginspections.com.au
http://www.bellroy.com
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Called v Uncalled Deployed v Undeployed Capital Listed v Unlisted

Called
33%

Uncalled
67%

Deployed
28%

Undeployed
72%

Listed 0%

Unlisted
100%

Investment About the company

Moneytech

Moneytech provides a multi-faceted treasury platform for SME’s offering working capital solutions, FX 
hedging and an enterprise-level payments platform to solve SME’s cash flow requirements – a whole of 
wallet alternative to the banks. Growth is being driven by market share gains in the finance division as 
banks reduce direct sector exposure and the non-bank sector consolidates.

Product expansion continues to be a core growth channel for Moneytech with the payment’s division 
differentiating Moneytech from its peers. The FX division has successfully entered the deliverable FX 
market on the back of key hires & systems investment and this business continues to be a strong driver 
of growth.

The Moneytech investment is expected to complete before the end of CY19 following satisfaction of the 
conditions precedent.
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Fund details

Important information
This document has been prepared by CVC Emerging Companies IM Pty Ltd (ACN 631 673 740, CAR 1274 220) 
(Investment Manager) of the Fund. The information contained in this document is confidential and is provided 
to wholesale investors only. This document is not intended for retail investors and must not be distributed to 
retail investors. 
This document may contain general advice. Any general advice provided has been prepared without taking 
into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on the advice, you should consider the 
appropriateness of the advice with regard to your objectives, financial situation and needs.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. This announcement may contain statements, 
opinions, projections, forecasts and other material (forward looking statements), based on various assumptions. 
Those assumptions may or may not prove to be correct. The Investment Manager and its advisers (including all of 
the Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. This announcement may contain statements, 
opinions, projections, forecasts and other material (forward looking statements), based on various assumptions. 
Those assumptions may or may not prove to be correct. The Investment Manager and its advisers (including all of 
their respective directors, consultants and/or employees, related bodies corporate and the directors, shareholders, 
managers, employees or agents of any of them) (Parties) do not make any representation as to the accuracy or 
likelihood of fulfilment of the forward-looking statements or any of the assumptions upon which they are based. 
Actual results, performance or achievements may vary materially from any projections and forward looking 
statements and the assumptions on which those statements are based. Readers are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on forward looking statements and the Parties assume no obligation to update that information.
CleanSpace refers to CleanSpace Holdings Pty Ltd, Deep Blue Company Pty Ltd is trading as ThinkConveyancing.com.
au and Bellroy refers to Bellroy Pty Ltd.

Investment Team 

JONATHAN PEARCE 
Portfolio Manager 
T 02 9087 8000 
E jpearce@cvc.com.au

CHRISTIAN JENSEN 
Portfolio Manager 
T 02 9087 8000 
E cjensen@cvc.com.au

PAUL RYAN 
Portfolio Manager 
T 03 9631 9866 
E pryan@evansandpartners.com.au

Investment Vehicle  
Unlisted wholesale unit trust.

Fund Term 
Intended to be five years, with the  
option to extend for two consecutive 
one-year periods.

Fund Objective 
The Fund’s objective is to generate  
superior long term returns for  
Investors through investments in  
listed and unlisted growth and  
expansion stage companies:

Unlisted – Ordinary and preferred  
equity, convertible notes. Typically  
6–24 month timeframe to liquidity

Listed – Pre-IPO investments, 
(potentially) held post-IPO for a period 
of time, micro/small cap IPOs and 
placements.

Investor Eligibility 
Wholesale investors only.

Redemptions  
Fund subject to lock-up period.  
All redemptions are at the sole  
discretion of the Trustee and Investment 
Manager. Transfers  
can be facilitated by the Trustee.

Distributions  
The Trustee is expected to  
determine distributions semi- 
annually or more frequently  
subject to availability.

Portfolio Composition 
Targeted portfolio composition of  
15-25 companies. At the time of 
investment, a maximum weighting  
of 15% to any one investment.

Management Fee 
1.75% p.a. on committed capital  
during Investment Period and on 
invested capital thereafter (plus GST  
and before accrued fees).

Performance Fee 
20% p.a. (plus GST) subject to an  
8.0% per annum cumulative  
(non-compounded) pre-tax  
preferred return.

Other Fees and Costs
Expense recovery for audit, 
legal, Trustee & custodian fees, 
administration, registry, tax  
and external investment due  
diligence advice.
Overall Expense Ratio capped 
at 2.50% (plus GST, excluding 
performance fees).

About the Fund
The Fund is a wholesale unit trust which invests in unlisted and listed emerging companies and is managed by CVC 
Emerging Companies IM Pty Ltd (ACN 631 673 740, CAR 1274 220) a joint venture entity of CVC Limited (ACN 002 700 
361), and Walsh & Company Group Pty Limited (ACN 159 902 066), a division of Evans Dixon Limited (ACN 609 913 457) 
(Evans Dixon).


